"verification" (replication) as those using the same sample, population, and empirical specification; "reproduction" (replication) as those using different samples from the same population but using the same specification; "reanalysis" (robustness) using the same sample and population but different specifications; and "extension" (robustness) using different samples and populations but the same specification. Hamermesh (2007) separates "pure replications" (same methods, same sample and population) from "statistical replications" (different sample, same methods and population) and "scientific" replications (different sample and population, similar but not identical methods). While seemingly incongruent, both seem to agree on what is "pure replication" or "verification"; the "statistical replication" of Hamermesh (2007) corresponds to the "reproduction" of Clemens (2015) ; while the "scientific replication" of Hamermesh (2007) incorporates the "robustness" categories defined by Clemens (2015) , although it appears to be broader.
For the purposes of this paper, I consider all papers conforming to any of the Clemens (2015) classifications -including those he classifies as robustness tests -as replications. These categories define replication more narrowly than, for example, Berry et al. (2017) in this issue, who consider a replication to be "any project that reports results that speak directly to the veracity of the original paper's main hypothesis." In addition, my method for finding replications relies to a large extent on replicating papers self-identifying as replications; I discuss the implications for the replication rate below. Finally, when calculating the replication rate, I only consider whether a paper was replicated or not; I do not consider whether the paper successfully replicated the analysis.
I. Data
Using Econlit, I searched for every paper published in the above-referenced ten journals that were published between the years 2000 and 2015 (inclusive) and had an "O" Journal of Economic Literature classification. I dropped papers that were themselves replications or comments. I classified the remaining papers into those that were purely theoretical and those that contained some empirical analysis, and the empirical papers into those that involved an RCT or not. This yielded a total of 1,390 papers, with 252 pure theory papers, 120 RCTs, and 1,018 empirical papers not involving RCTs (Table A1) .
Figures 1 and A1 show the evolution of numbers of papers in each of the categories over the period I study. Contrary to perceptions, theoretical papers have not been crowded out by empirical papers and RCTs; the number of theory papers is more or less constant over the years.
3 The number of empirical papers does seem to have increased significantly, driven largely by the increase in papers published based on RCTs. The introduction of the American Economic Journals in 2009 also seems 
II. Results
Of the 1,138 empirical papers, I found that 71 (6.2%) were replicated in a published or working paper. The number drops to 37 (3.3%) if considering only already published papers. RCTs seem to be replicated at a higher rate, with 15 of the 120 RCTs (12.5%) being replicated.
4 Table 2 classifies the 71 replicating papers into the Clemens (2015) categories. The majority of replications involve reanalyses using different econometric specifications or reconfigurations of the data. A few are extensions in the sense that a particular intervention is tried in a different context. A common theme is a reanalysis using a new econometric technique. No paper solely does a verification or pure replication; this is usually done as a precursor to the reanalysis. None of the papers involves a reproduction, i.e. the same methods applied to a different sample from the same population. Finally, the replicating papers confirm the widely held view that a positive replication -one that simply confirms the findings of the original study -is basically unpublishable in economics journals: only one of the published replications wholeheartedly confirms the original findings.
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At face value the overall rate of replication seems low, for example when compared to the nearly 30% rate found by Berry et al. (2017) for one volume of the AER. There are at least two reasons why the rate here is lower; the first is the narrower definition of "replication", and the second 4 Five of the replicated RCTs are replicated by a single paper that uses an alternative statistical model for analysis; even without including these five, the rate of replication for RCTs is still higher, and statistically different from that of non-RCTs.
5 This is the confirmation by Chu, Henderson and Wang (2016) of the Nunn and Qian (2014) results on US food aid and conflict, published in the Journal of Applied Econometrics, which is the journal that publishes the most replications in economics (Duvendack, Palmer-Jones and Reed, 2017). involves the search method which relies chiefly on papers self-identifying as replications. Given publication incentives, it makes sense that authors do not wish their work to appear derivative, and only choose to self-identify a paper as a replication when their paper attempts to replicate analysis in the original paper in a narrow statistical sense rather than a broader conceptual sense.
Whether scarce researcher resources should be devoted to increase this rate of replication is of course an entirely different although important question. In the rest of this section I restrict myself to analyzing the correlates of the current set of replicated papers.
A reasonable basis for determining whether a paper should be replicated or not might consider the impact of the paper as well as the uncertainty of the empirical analysis; i.e., influential papers with large standard errors should be replicated. While it is a task of considerable magnitude to determine the "uncertainty" of the empirical analysis in over a thousand papers, measuring influence via citations is a much more attainable task. I find that papers that are replicated are far more highly cited than papers that are not; on average, a replicated paper has nearly 4 times as many Google Scholar citations as a non-replicated paper (833 vs 232). On this basis, the "right" papers are being replicated.
I run some simple regressions in order to assess the statistical relevance of the above data, and examine the correlates of replications in more detail. Table 3 confirms that having a higher citation count as well as being an RCT are both strongly correlated with being replicated. It also reveals that the linear term for year of publication is significant, suggesting that more recent papers are more likely to be replicated. Being published in a "Top 5" journal by itself does not seem to be predictive after taking into account citation counts. The RCT and citation count results survive the inclusion of year and journal dummies, as well as a logistic rather than a linear probability specification.
III. Discussion
While the reason for replications of papers with high citation counts is clear, why RCTs as well as more recent papers tend to be replicated more is less clear. One possible explanation is data availability. While the AEA adopted its DAP in 2005, other top journals have only adopted these policies as recently as 2015. For example, one paper that replicates multiple RCTs notes: "Due to Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, * * p < 0.01, * * * p < 0.001 the policies of the two journals that published these papers -the AEJ:Applied and Science -all the microdata from these RCTs is freely available online" (Maeger, 2016) . In general, the donors that fund RCTs require authors to make data available for others to use, not simply for replication but to maximize their bang for the buck.
Other reasons for why newer papers are replicated more may simply have to do with recency bias. For example, the econometric theory papers that replicate and reanalyze empirical papers in order to make a methodological point seem to just pick a recent paper published in the AER that satisfies the criterion they need.
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As surmised in the introduction, RCTs do seem to allow for direct replication of interventions in different contexts. For example, the AEJAE dedicated an issue (January 2015) to six RCTs (five in developing countries) that each tested the impact of expansion of microfinance in various contexts. While the interventions were not identical, the basic theory being tested was the same.
An example in which the identical intervention was tested in six countries is Banerjee et al. (2015) , who examined an intervention that assisted the extreme poor to "graduate" out of poverty via sustainable self-employment opportunities.
What might be done to encourage more replications? Other papers in this session and elsewhere directly examine incentives to replicate. However, one source of data that is currently available but Indeed, Fecher, Frassdorf and Wagner (2016) argue that replication exercises should be a mandatory part of PhD coursework in economics. Such replications can at the very least serve as verification tests on the data and code used, but currently there is no way to access them. A repository of these replications -for example through the Center for Open Science (https://cos.io/) -might help increase our confidence in currently published papers. Such a repository could provide incentives to graduate students to complete and write up replication efforts as papers, as well as incentives for authors to provide data more easily if these replications can assist in validating their results.
7 For example, a fellow graduate student and I were able to precisely replicate the results in Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) in a graduate course at Harvard in 2006.
8 See https://replicationnetwork.com/2016/12/27/campbell-is-the-aer-replicable-and-is-it-robust-evidencefrom-a-class-project/ for details. • the American Economic Journal: Economic Policy (AEJEP)
• the Economic Journal (EJ)
• the Journal of the European Economic Association (JEEA)
• the Review of Economics and Statistics (ReStat) 3) The paper had an "O" EconLit classification code Papers that were themselves comments or replications were dropped. Papers were then manually labeled as an empirical paper or a theory paper, and the empirical papers as RCT or non-RCT.
Method for determining whether papers were replicated I used the following methods to determine whether a paper classified as "empirical" in the list above was replicated, and to find the corresponding replication paper: 1) I searched for each paper separately in Google Scholar, and then searched for the terms replicate OR replicates OR replicated OR replication OR replicating within the set of papers that cited this paper. The abstracts and introductions of papers satisfying both criteria were then examined to determine whether the citing paper did indeed attempt a replication of the original paper. The majority of replications were found using this method.
2) I supplemented the above method using the following websites to search for replications:
9 All "Papers and Proceedings" papers are excluded.
